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Abstract: In this position paper, we make a case for the development of mobile agent patterns. Patterns have
proven extremely useful to the object-oriented programming community. However, of the large amount of
pattern research, little effort has been devoted to developing mobile agent patterns. We wish to correct this
situation. We believe that the ongoing success of mobile agent systems depends on the development of
software engineering principles for them. Patterns are a recognized means to this end, and one that we wish
to promote.

Introduction
In most areas of research there comes a time when the researchers begin to understand the principles, facts,

fundamental concepts, techniques, architectures, and other research elements in their fields of study. Research into
agents, specifically mobile agents, is reaching that time. As evidence of this fact, one need not look any further than
the calls for papers to upcoming conferences and workshops on mobile agents. Take for example, the call for papers
for the workshop on Mobile Agents in the Context of Competition and Cooperation [MAC3 99]. We find comments
such as,  “…  gaining more widespread acceptance and recognition as a useful abstraction and technology” and, “we
are uninterested in papers that describe yet another mobile agent system.”  The question to answer now is what is
important for us to do next as a research community.

To answer that question we must first consider why we do not want to hear about another mobile agent system.
We will not answer for the various workshop and program committees, but we can propose one that we hear often
from others.  Since there are many mobile agent systems and frameworks in existence doing many of the same things,
there is no use discussing another one because it too will do the same things and in similar ways. In other words, a
new system does not often provide any new insights that are useful to the research community. However, we claim
that these ‘new’ systems do validate, refine and show the reuse of many of the previously proposed and discussed
research elements. Moreover, they bring with them additional thoughts, understanding and clarifications of the
research elements. The problem is that when reporting on these ‘new’ systems, these insights get lost in the discussion
of the system as a whole, or they are just not reported at all. For example, we have lost track of how many times we
have read a paper that indicated it used KQML for the communication between agents and not been able to understand
why it was used? There may have been an obvious advantage, or maybe it just did not matter. What we wanted to
understand was which forces and context lead to this decision, because if we need to make a similar decision in the
future we need this information.

We propose that, since as a research community we have reached a stage where some research elements in mobile
agents are well understood and that there are several examples of each, it is time to begin the effort of documenting
these elements as software patterns. This is not a matter of documenting the solution and problem surrounding each
research element; this material is already evident in most agent papers. We need to go further and deeper in order to
understand the forces and context of the problems that give rise to the proposed solutions. These are the
undocumented and often misunderstood features of the research elements, which need to be elaborated before agent
systems can enter the mainstream of software engineering and business applications.

Since many are not familiar with software patterns, and those that are think of them as only problem and solution
pairs, we introduce patterns and pattern languages in order to help with their understanding. Next, we enhance our
argument as to why agent patterns are important for agent research. We then compare and contrast agent patterns with
their object-oriented counterparts. Finally, we present the current layout of the agent pattern landscape, identifying
what some have started to do and what else we feel needs to be done.

What are Patterns and Pattern Languages?
Software patterns have their roots in Christopher Alexander’s work [Alexander 79] in the field of building

architecture. After reading his work, it was clear to software engineers that, like building designs, there are many



recurring problems and solutions used in the design of software systems. Unfortunately, they noted that many of these
combinations were hard to find except for in the minds of the most experienced developers, for if they were, projects
would have been built on time, within budget and without bugs! Moreover, knowing the problem and solution were
not enough. Software engineers needed to know when the solutions were appropriate for the given problems.

Alexander’s proposed the following definition for a pattern:

• A three-part rule which expresses a relation between a certain context, a problem, and a solution.
• As an element in the world, each pattern is a relationship between a certain context, a certain system

of forces which occurs repeatedly in that context, and a certain spatial configuration which allows
these forces to resolve themselves.

• As an element of language, a pattern is an instruction, which shows how the spatial configuration
can be used, repeatedly, to resolve the given system of forces, wherever the context makes it
relevant.

• The pattern is, in short, at the same time a thing, which happens in the world, and the rule which
tells us how to create that thing, and when we must created it. It is both a process and a thing; both a
description of a thing which is alive, and a description of the process which will generate the thing

Although there are different pattern formats, the minimal format contains the following headings or ones dealing
with similar subject matters.

• Name: As the saying goes in the object-oriented community, a good variable name is worth a thousand
words and a good pattern name, although just a short phrase, should contain more information than just
the number of words would initially suggest. Would the word agent be a good pattern name? The answer
is no. Although it means a lot more than the single word suggests, it has too many meanings! One should
strive for a short phrase that still says it all.

• Problem: A precise statement of the problem to be solved. Think of the perspective of a software
engineer asking himself, How do I … .? A good problem for a pattern is one that software engineers will
ask themselves often.

• Context: A description of a situation when the pattern might apply. However, in itself the context does
not provide the only determining factor as to situations in which the pattern should be applied. Every
pattern will have a number of forces that need to be balanced before applying the pattern. The context
helps one determine the impact of the forces.

• Forces: A description of an item that influences the decision as to when to apply the pattern in a context.
Forces can be thought of as items that push or pull the problem towards different solutions or that
indicate trade-offs that might be made [Coplien 96].

• Solution: A description of the solution in the context that balances the forces.

Other sections such as resulting context, rationale, known uses, related patterns and implementation with sample
code are usually included to help with the pattern’s description.

A good pattern provides more than just the details of these sections; it should also be generative. Patterns are not
solutions; rather patterns generate solutions. You take your 'design problem' and look for a pattern to apply in order to
create the solution. The greater the potential for application of a pattern, the more generative it is. Although very
specific patterns are of use, a truly great pattern has many applications. For this to happen, pattern writers spend
considerable time and effort attempting to understand all aspects of their patterns and the relationships between those
aspects.  This generative quality is so difficult to describe that Alexander calls it "the quality without a name", but you
will know a pattern that has it once you read it. It is often a matter of simplicity in the face of complexity.

Although useful at solving specific design problems, we can enhance the generative quality of patterns by
assembling related ones, positioning them among one another, to form a pattern language, enabling us to use them to
build systems. For example, individual patterns might help you design a specific aspect of your mobile agent, such as
how it models beliefs, but a pattern language might be able to help you build all types of mobile reactive agents.

Agent pattern languages are very important for agent patterns to be successful. Forcing each pattern to identify its
position within the space of existing patterns is not only good practice, it is also good research. In other words, all
agent patterns should be part of an agent pattern language. It is not only helpful to you, but to all those other software
engineers who will use the patterns to develop their systems in the future.



Why is Research into Patterns Important for Agent Research?
For any software system to be successful and run safely, it must be constructed using sound software engineering

principles, and not constructed in an add-hoc fashion. Unfortunately, much of agent development to date has been
done ad hoc [Bradshaw, et al., 1997], creating many problems – the first three noted by [Kendall et, al, 1998]:

1. Lack of agreed definition of an agent
2. Duplicated effort
3. Inability to satisfy industrial strength requirements
4. Difficulty identifying and specifying common abstractions above the level of single agents
5. Lack of common vocabulary
6. Complexity
7. Only goals and solutions presented

These problems limit the extent to which “industrial applications” can be built using agent technology, as the
building blocks have yet to be exposed. Objects and their associated patterns have provided an important shift in the
way we develop applications today, since the level of abstraction that we develop at is greater than doing functional
and imperative programming. Since we believe that agents are the next major software abstraction, we find it essential
to begin an effort to document that abstraction so that others can share in the vision. Patterns provide a good means of
documenting these building blocks in a format already accepted by the software engineering community. Patterns also
have the added benefit that no unusual skills, language features, or other tricks are needed to benefit from them [Lange
and Oshima, 1998].

Are Agent Patterns different from their Object-Oriented Design
Patterns?

Since many mobile agent frameworks, such as Grasshopper, AgentSpaces, Voyager, and Aglets, are implemented
using Java, an object-oriented language, we argue that there must have been a few object-oriented design patterns used
by the developers constructing them. Some patterns such as Mediator, Adapter, Broker, Strategy, and Composite, have
been explicitly identified as being useful for the development of agent systems. [Kendall et al., 97].  However, since
agents and agent systems are more dynamic and able to adapt to their environments than object-oriented systems,
there must obviously be other patterns that are applicable only to them. We have already seen some of these patterns
documented [Lange and Oshima, 98, Silva and Delgado 99], but we are positive there are a great many more.

In general, we find the format and structure of Agent Patterns similar to Object-Oriented Design Patterns. We
also find that since many mobile agent frameworks are implemented using object-oriented technology, most object-
oriented design patterns are applicable to them. However, differences in the way agents communicate, their level of
autonomy and intelligence, and the fact that they are often highly mobile, has created a void not filled by existing
patterns: agent, object, or otherwise.

One criticism of the previous breed of pattern writers is that they have not done a good job of relating their
patterns to others – a pattern language. This is starting to change now as pattern languages become more frequent, but
historically patterns have typically only linked themselves to others without identifying exactly what the relationship
is. This is a problem that agent patterns writers must consider immediately. Describe how your patterns relate to
others and how they can be used together or separately. Create a pattern language that can be used to build things:
mobile agents and mobile agent systems. Do not create patterns that will only frustrate their readers, forcing them to
discover how to apply the patterns together.

The Agent Pattern Landscape
The application of design patterns has shown us that it is very important and useful to start formalizing the

experiences of developers and relating these formalizations with one another. There are a small number of agent
patterns compared to the number object-oriented design patterns. As a consequence little work has been devoted to
classifying them and, as mentioned in the last section, to defining pattern languages for them. The few classifications
already proposed include the following:

• Agent Patterns: deal with the architectures of agents and agent-based applications [Kendall et al. 98, 97;
Silva and Delgado 98; Aridor and Lange, 98].

• Communication Patterns: deal with the way agents communicate with one another [Deugo and Weiss, 99].



• Travelling Patterns: deal with various aspects of managing the movement of agents such as routing and
quality of service Lange and Oshima 98].

• Task Patterns: deal with the breakdown of tasks and how these tasks are delegated to one or more agents
Lange and Oshima 98].

• Interaction Patterns: deal with the way agents locate one another and facilitate their interactions [Lange and
Oshima 98].

• Coordination Patterns: deal with managing dependencies between agent activities. [Tolksdorf 98]

As a general comment, patterns cover many different levels of abstraction.  For example, some of them are used
to describe the structure of an mobile agent system. Other patterns support the structure of agents and their
relationships with different agents. While other patterns can be used to specify the design aspects of individual agents.
The important feature here is not in developing the definitive classification. Rather it is more important for the mobile
agent community to identify, specify and agree on the abstractions so that we can provide a common vocabulary for
discussing and enhancing them, and, more importantly, building industrial strength mobile agent applications based on
well-grounded software engineering principles.

Conclusion
What is in the future of mobile agent pattern research? Our prioritized list is as follows:

• Identify an initial set of agent pattern classifications: These classifications are to help focus pattern writers
on targets that are of the greatest importance to those developing ‘real’ mobile agent systems.

• Identify pattern languages within each classification: These pattern languages are for pattern writers to
develop and extend and will permit writers to position their new patterns within a know space of existing
patterns.

• Write the patterns.

It is at MAC3 that we wish to debate and discuss these foundations with the participants in order to fill in the
details of how to proceed and why bother at all. We feel it necessary to remind those involved with mobile agent
research to not only write about solutions. Think, discuss, and write about the problems their solutions are intended to
address and what context and forces led them to that particular solution.  In short, we believe that following this
approach, we will not have to read about “yet another mobile agent framework” anymore. Rather, we will be able to
read and understand what problems a mobile agent system solves, and when we should consider using the approach!
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